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Spirituality for This Age
Srimad Bhagavatam 1.2.8 states:
dharmah svanusthitah pumsam,
visvaksena-kathasu yah;
notpadayed yadi ratim, srama
eva hi kevalam.
"Without falling (notpadayed) in
love (ratim) with the spiritual world
by constant (nirantar) and humble
(namantyam) hearing (kathasu)
(kathasu),
every occupational or bodily
(svanusthitah) duty (dharmah)
you (pumsam) do is certainly (eva)
and simply (kevalam) useless labor
(srama)
(srama)."

How Your Work Enhances
Spiritual Hearing
And vice versa is also true. If you are
feeling the love (rati) for the spiritual
world by hearing the sounds
descending from the spiritual world,
then whatever work and menial
service you do while hearing will
make you more humble and
enlightened, thus awakening even
more love in your hearing practice.

The Science of One and Zero
First, put the 1 (spiritual hearing)
before all the zeroes (work) at all
times, and every additional zero
(talent) you add will only increase
your value more and more infinitely.
But without 1 (spiritual hearing) in
the front, the value still remains 0
even if you have a millions zeroes
(talents).

The Hearing Checklist
There is a checklist of two things to
make this work for sure.
(1) The sounds which you are hearing
should have been recorded by
someone who is immersed in the
divine visions of the spiritual world
of Sri Ekachakra, specifically while
he or she is recording them. It does
not matter if these recorded sounds
are melodious or sweet to hear or
not; that is only the outer skin, the
real inner spiritual substance of
remembrance should be there.
“So we should associate by vibration,
and not by the physical presence.
That is real association.” (SP
8/18/1968)
(2) We have to gradually learn the art
of and become experts in staying
physically active by humbly serving
and working for ourselves and
others. But while doing it, we should
also simultaneously listen to realized
sounds in the background, in order
to keep our inner consciousness
always in the spiritual world even
while we are working or doing other
things, not just while practicing our
dedicated hearing meditation daily.

How to Work Expertly as
Kushala Karmanam?
shravane jivanera chalaibo
vyavahara… Discharge each and
every duty in life by very carefully
(as a do-or-die effort) not forgetting
to hear transcendental sounds at
every moment.

How to Attain All Perfection
Simply by Hearing
Haath se kaam, kaan se suno, aur
mana me dhyaan... Only then, sarva
siddhi haya… i.e., you will be able to
attain all spiritual perfection. suite
khaite yatha tatha… desha kala
niyama nahi…

Transform Your Spiritual
Dead Mind into a Mindfully
Alive Mind
Hammering our mind by hearing
spiritually realized sounds all the
time gradually transforms our most
jada lilaless mind into an alwaysalive lilamoy mind.
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